We take care of it.

Spare parts delivered quickly worldwide

A defective part in your installation can have a huge impact on your
operation. It is impossible to keep spare parts of all the components in your

Highlights:

installation. At the same time a long delivery time of a new component

Fast quotation and delivery

can lead to high costs of downtime. Bakker Sliedrecht is the supplier for

One-stop-shop for all your parts

fast delivery of all your electric and electronical parts. As an independent
system integrator we are able to supply all brands and types. We offer fast

Consultancy for unavailable parts
Reduce transports
Reduce administrative handlings

delivery times and tailor-made services to your needs. Bakker Sliedrecht
also offers a repair service for broken components.

Sales engineers with operational experience
Our experienced sales engineers are well acquainted with the daily operations on board a vessel and can advise you on
how to keep your electrical installation in best condition. We can also advise you on equal alternatives in case original
parts are not available or obsolete. Thereby Bakker Sliedrecht offers spare part management consultancy. You can rely
on a fast and easy service because we keep close record of all engineered installations and delivered shipments. This
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offers you peace of mind while maximizing your business continuity.

Certiﬁcation

For more information visit
bakkersliedrecht.com

We take care of it.

Wide rang, fast quotation
A selection from our range:

Our experienced sales engineers are always able to provide a fast quotation to
enable you to make decisions quickly. We work independent so you can order all

Motors and generators

possible brands and types. On your request we can even offer products that are not

Transformers

included in our standard delivery program. Bakker Sliedrecht is truly your one-stop-

Fuses

shop for all your electric and electronic parts. We are registered with Shipserv to
make the order process easy for you.

Frequency drives
Cables
CCTV
Communication media

Fast worldwide delivery

Automation
Lighting

We offer fast and efﬁcient delivery because we can send combined shipments,
thanks to our effective cooperation with suppliers. Our broad experience with
international transport results in fast handling by customs. We deliver within the
desired time frame and with the (custom) packaging you desire, including your requested encoding. You will beneﬁt from
receiving shipments fast when needed, while reducing transports and administrative handlings to a minimum.

Spare parts contract
Bakker Sliedrecht offers the possibility of a spare parts contract. You can order directly, saving time on RFQ’s and
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improving delivery times and traceability. You will receive one combined invoice, saving costs on supplier management.

Certiﬁcation

For more information visit
bakkersliedrecht.com

